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RACING ON THE
EDGE

Heslop & Speight
push to the max…

and beyond
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INTRODUCTION
Our only visit to Anglesey this season was very eventful – to say the least. The 
aftermath of Storm Miguel brought wind and heavy rain to the first part of the 
weekend but, after the paddock had dried out, sun-cream was the order of the day 
on Sunday.

As usual, the action out on the track was a-thrill-a-minute as competitors enjoyed 
another Triple Header weekend.

On this occasion, the full-length International version of Trac Mon was pressed into 
service so the drivers had a couple of additional straights to blast down.
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After almost 24 hours of heavy rain, 
conditions improved as competitors readied 
for qualifying at noon on Saturday however 
this provided a dilemma in itself as to 
whether dry settings would be required. 
Track conditions didn’t quite reach that level 
but they weren’t far away. There was a dry 
line but it was still slippery in places while 
the threat of more precipitation twirled life’s 
roulette wheel a little faster.
As it turned out, the clouds didn’t release any 
more of their payload to the relief of Greg 
Speight who reaped the benefit of sticking to 
the initial set up he put on his Class A XR2 
and resisting the temptation to make further 
adjustments.
He judged grip levels as he steadily built his 
lap times before embarking on a flyer at the 
end of the session which saw him claim pole 

seven tenths ahead of his closest rival – 
Adam Brown. The fellow Class A runner 
viewed Anglesey as his weakest meeting of 
the season and so was no doubt delighted to 
put the AC Valve Alliance car on the front 
row.
Will Heslop made it a trio of Class A Fiestas 
in the Top Three although Michael 
Blackburn, who was making his seasonal 
debut with his Class B XR3i, was little more 
than a tenth away from breaking up this 
party. Blackburn had not been pushing too 
hard as he wanted to get the maximum track 
time and his speed was further blunted by 
an intermittent misfire plus the fact he had 
turned up for the weekend without buying 
anything so things like his tyres and brake 
had seen better days.
The   conditions   weren’t   as   wet   as   Lee 

Shropshire expected therefore on less than 
ideal settings, and with a fresh engine that 
he needed to run in, he took things steady en 
route to fifth – fourth in Class A.
Jason Hennefer was the second quickest 
Escort in sixth overall, a gnat’s nasal hair 
ahead of Darren Watson who was enjoying 
learning a third new circuit in his debut 
season. This was also the first time he had 
driven in damp conditions and so to qualify 
in the Top Ten was a remarkable 

performance.
The third XR3i on the timesheets was in the 
hands of Lewis Bowron and he would have 
two STs in his mirrors on the race 1 
starting grid – these were driven by 
Matthew Spencer and Mark Golding. The 
latter was delighted with tenth as he hadn’t 
previously driven round Anglesey Circuit in 
the dry never mind the wet and had not 
been able to do much work to his car since 
making at his debut at Croft.

After Storm Miguel had passed through, Greg Speight gambled correctly on settings

Qualifying
STORM ROULETTE

Second fastest was Adam Brown who wasn’t expecting to be on the pace at Anglesey
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Qualifying Statistics
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Happy Birthday Ken Mellor!
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Race 1

When the weekend’s racing got underway, it 
was action packed right from the start! As the 
track was still damp on the pole position side 
of the grid Greg Speight couldn’t convert the 
advantage of being fastest in qualifying into 
an immediate lead. In fact he and his fellow 
front row starter, Adam Brown, were neck and 
around the first couple of corners – Target 
and The Banking – and had Will Heslop 
attempting to make it 3 a-breast on the run 
down to Church.
Some order was then restored with Brown 
settling down ahead of Speight and Heslop on 
the main drag up to Rocket but when they 

reached the complex the leader was carrying 
too much speed for the tight defensive line 
he had elected to take and ran wide, 
dropping to third place by the time he was 
back on the racing line.
Brown just didn’t have the pace to challenge 
the two leaders although it wasn’t for the 
want of trying – at one point he ran wide 
exiting Target and smashed through a corner 
marker board. As he slipped into the clutches 
of Michael Blackburn up ahead spectators 
were treated to a demonstration of on the 
limit, flat out driving. Speight slowly edged 
away, gaining very small margins at each 

corner and taking 4 laps to establish a 1 sec 
lead.
It was looking good for Speight but with 
around 3 circuits to go he suffered a loss of 
power and, with so many long straights on 
the International Configuration, Heslop 
inevitably took the lead. Speight scanned his 
mirrors fearing he was going to lose further 
places, however, the fates decided to favour 
him once more as he found his engine to be 
back fully on song. He reeled in the leader 
and put him under pressure although he 
never got close enough to attempt a pass 
until they came to the Bus Stop for the final 

time where he put in a last ditch lunge but 
this was unsuccessful and Heslop crossed the 
line just 0.14 secs ahead.
The battle for third between Brown and 
Blackburn was even more intense. There were 
a few side by side moments and indeed, 
Brown was defending his position so much 
that Jason Hennefer was able to close in and 
briefly take the honour of being the lead XR3i 
away from Blackburn down the start/finish 
straight but the positions were immediately 
swapped back at The Banking.
On the next lap, Blackburn finally claimed 
third  overall with a move down the inside  at 

CLOSE ENCOUNTER

Will Heslop just held off Greg Speight
at the end of the 15 minutes
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Rocket. As he executed the pass, Brown's 
Fiesta slammed into the side of the Escort 
damaging the off-side door and wing which 
resulted in bodywork rubbing on a tyre. Back 
in the paddock, Brown apologised to 
Blackburn explaining the contact occurred 
because the Class B winner hadn't turned in as 
early as he expected.
Blackburn had been able to eradicate his 
qualifying misfire having sought advice from 
Dave Fairclough however in this race he was 
hampered by a lack of brakes. His well-used 
front pads had worn down to about 2 mm – “I 
got my monies worth!” he said. They gave him 
a long pedal that sapped his confidence in the 
braking areas and resulted in many missed 
gearchanges as heel and toeing became 
impossible.
Fourth position could have gone to Hennefer 
but his tyres went off during the final 2 or 3 
laps and the resulting understeer meant he 
was unable to quite get on terms with Brown.
A great start saw Lee Shropshire running in 
between Blackburn and Hennefer but the latter 
got better drive exiting The Banking on lap 2 
which allowed him to get ahead approaching 
Church. Shropshire hung on around the 
outside forcing Hennefer to hold a tight line 
that caused him to have a large dose of 
oversteer. He held on to it with a deft 
application of opposite lock and had claimed 
fifth by the time Rocket was reached. 
Shropshire then wide at the top of the circuit 
which caused him to lose touch with the Escort 
leaving him to have a steady run to sixth.
The winner of the ST Class, Matthew Spencer, 
came out on top in a mighty battle with the 
Class A car of Darren Watson and ST of Paul 
Brettell for seventh overall.
Completing the Top Ten was Lewis Bowron, 
third in Class B and relieved that his gearbox 
wasn’t giving him the trouble it had done last 
time he raced with us at Oulton Park. He 

crossed the line not much more than a second 
and a half ahead of Mark Golding’s ST.
Andy Mellor had a great battle with Jonny 
Shore and Nick Naylor – often they were 
bumper to bumper. Mellor won this fight, 
taking twelfth overall and first in the LSD-free 
XR2 Class E with Shore following him home in 
his Class A car having passed Mellor’s Class E 
rival, Naylor, on the last lap. Shore was relieved 
to be racing on a dry track because he 

struggled on the wrong settings in the wet 
qualifying session.
Seasonal debutant, Naylor, was another who 
hadn’t enjoyed qualifying – especially when 
taking right handed corners where the rear 
end of his car kept stepping out forcing those 
around him to take avoiding action. He wiped 
out all the marker posts at Church during one 
particularly hairy moment. Back in the paddock 
he discovered a leaking fuel filler was dripping 

petrol on to his left rear tyre – no wonder his 
session was so exciting! He was pleased to 
have a more stable car for the race.
With Ryan Bowron retiring his Escort due to his 
alternator not charging his battery, our final 
finisher was the only Fiesta Si entered in the 
hands of John Spencer. Matthew’s dad was 
another to be unhappy with his set up but was 
glad to make it to the finish.

Matthew Spencer (86) and Darren Watson (53)
lean on their tyres through Rocket
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Race 2

His race 1 victory had given Will Heslop pole 
position and he put this to good use by 
shooting away from the line to claim the lead 
into Target with Greg Speight on his back 
bumper and he, in turn, was closely followed 
by Adam Brown.
Brown decided to immediately go for second 
place at The Banking but there was contact 
with Speight who was pitched side-ways. The 
Clerk of the Course later adjudged Speight to 
have unfairly closed the door and put 2 points 
on his racing licence which meant a 4 point 

deduction from his championship total.
The immediate upshot of the incident was 
that Brown had bent steering but on the plus 
side changes to the car since Saturday’s race 
had improved its performance meanwhile 
Speight had initially dropped to fourth by the 
time he gathered everything together – 
demoted by Brown and a fast starting Lee 
Spropshire. He quickly regained third round 
the outside of Shropshire at Rocket.
Following his unexpected loss of power 
during race 1, Speight and his crew had 

checked “the usual suspects” – the carburettor 
jets and the fuel filters. There certainly 
seemed to be nothing wrong with his engine 
in this encounter as by the time he had 
reached the end of the Tom Pryce Straight he 
was challenging Brown at The Hairpin before 
sweeping into the runner-up position around 
the outside at the Bus Stop.
While all this close fought action was 
unfolding, Heslop got his head down and had 
a 2.2 secs lead at the end of the first lap 
however Speight was flying and had halved 

that deficit at the end of the next circit then 
there was nothing between them the next 
time through.
With 3 circuits left, Speight made his move at 
Rocket but outbraked himself. Next time he 
made no mistakes and then kept his foot 
down to take the win just under a second 
ahead with Brown coping with his damaged 
steering to complete the podium.
Shropshire dropped back into the clutches of 
Class B leader, Michael Blackburn. The duo 
had a superb battle with Blackburn appearing 

AIMING FOR
TARGET

The field aims for Target Bend
at the start of Race 2
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to have greater straight line speed but 
Shropshire was a demon under braking until 
Blackburn claimed fourth overall for keeps at 
Target.
Holding a watching brief behind this dice was 
Darren Watson until lap 4 when he pulled off on 
the exit of Target with a broken rocker arm on 
his XR2.
After his race 1 retirement, Ryan Bowman 
stormed up the order to finish sixth. He was the 
second XR3i home after the race proved to be 
something of a nightmare for Jason Hennefer 
who had a poor getaway and then hit the rear of 

Matthew Spencer’s ST at The Banking. On the 
second lap, Hennefer’s car hesitated a couple 
of times when he was coming out of corners 
and then cut out completely during the next 
circuit on the approach to Church corner. 
After the recovery truck had taken him back 
to the paddock, a broken wire was discovered 
in the fuel pump relay wiring behind his 
dashboard.
Before he pulled off, Hennefer was running 
just ahead of Lewis Bowron’s Escort although 
his pursuer was having problems of his own 
with his gearbox. These caused him to over-

rev his engine and he retired in the pits with 
bent valves. The disappearance of the two 
Class B cars meant a trio of STs took the 
chequered flag in line astern – Spencer in 
seventh overall was perplexed as to why his car 
wasn’t handling as well as it had done at Croft. 
Behind him were Paul Brettell and Mark 
Golding.
Andy Mellor and Jonny Shore renewed their 
battle from race 1 as a slow start gave Nick 
Naylor too much ground to make up the pair. 
Naylor still had someone to fight with in the 
shape of Lee Bowron – the father of Ryan and 

Lewis was having a run in his Escort which had 
a down on power engine although it had just 
enough waft to enable him to finish twelfth 
ahead of Naylor as the Class E Fiesta also had 
a sick motor in the closing stages as well as 
emitting some strange noises under braking.
Up ahead, Shore pipped Class E winner, 
Mellor, to take tenth overall by less than half a 
second. Our final finisher was again the Fiesta 
Si in the hands of John Spencer. He was a little 
frustrated both by his lack of speed and the 
fact that he had been hit by another car.

Lewis Bowron (44) and Matthew Spencer
(86) check each other out at The Banking
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Race 3

Immediately after visiting the Clerk of the 
Course to discuss the incident early in race 2, 
Greg Speight had to prepare for the final track 
action of the weekend. Great starts by Will 
Heslop and Adam Brown meant Speight ran 
third until the end of the first lap when he 
took second from Brown at the Bus Stop.
He then circulated on the back bumper of 
Heslop until the final circuit when a good slip-
stream through School allowed a successful 
pass at Rocket. “I’m 5 corners from the win,” 
thought Speight but Heslop wasn’t done yet 

and fought back down the inside at the 
Corkscrew as they headed on to the Tom 
Pryce Straight.
Contact was made and Speight was fortunate 
that there is an ample run-off area at that 
section of track as he was sent across the 
grass. Heslop was the first to see the 
chequered flag but the Clerk of the Course 
gave him a 3 second penalty which promoted 
Speight to first place in the final classification. 
Two points were also added to Heslop’s 
license which menat he had a 4 point 

deduction from his championship points total, 
matching the loss Speight incurred earlier in 
the day.
It wasn’t the way Speight would’ve wanted to 
take the win as he looked back on a weekend 
of highs and lows.
Having charged up the order from the back of 
the grid in race 2, Ryan Bowron was once 
again showing great pace and would surely 
have finished on the podium had he not 
suffered another failure in his engine bay. 

Following his demise, third went to Michael 
Blackburn but only after he had found a way 
by Adam Brown. On his return to racing this 
season, the closing stages of this contest 
were the first time Blackburn felt he had 
pushed his car and driven it properly. 
Jason Hennefer had to start near the back of 
the grid after his race 2 retirement but came 
up the order to finish fifth. When the red 
lights went out, he zapped past John Spencer 
and Nick Naylor before passing Andy Mellor at 
Target. Jonathan  Shore was passed down  the 

HAT-TRICK KINGS

Michael Blackburn (91) leads Adam Brown (56) en route
to being one of four drivers to win their Class 3 times
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back straight and then Mark Golding was his 
next victim at Peel
As lap 2 commenced, Hennefer was right behind 
Paul Brettell's ST. He used all the road exiting 
Church and then some. The rear of Jason's car 
kicked out and, for a moment, it looked like he 
was going to take a dip in the Irish Sea however 
he gathered it all together to such good effect 
that he was still able to pass Brettell at Rocket.
Next up was Matthew Spencer, but this ST had 
enough turn of speed to keep the XR3i at bay. 
Meanwhile Brettell remained a threat to 
Hennefer and overtook exiting The Hairpin 
although Jason was back ahead at Rocket as 
Spencer appeared to be getting into the boot of 
Lee Shropshire's XR2 in front of this battle.
With Hennefer now back up to seventh Spencer 
had to focus on his mirrors once more although 
this was to no avail as he had to concede sixth 
at Peel on lap 7.
Finally, after a fairly hectic 15 minutes, Hennefer 
claimed fifth from Shropshire. Having thrown his 
car sideways at the apex of The Banking, Jason 
was pointing down the inside of the Fiesta and 
was able to floor the accelerator to drive by. If 
deliberate, it was a neat piece of driving!
Shropshire had implemented some major 
changes to his set up since race 2 but they 
proved to be a retrograde step that gave him 
loads of understeer. Once Hennefer had got by, 
Shropshire focussed on defending sixth from 
Matthew Spencer’s ST. He had just enough 
handling to counter the extra power of the 
modern car’s engine and its ABS.
In fact, when Shropshire crossed the finish line 
he had Darren Watson’s XR2 in his mirrors 
rather than Spencer’s car. Like Hennefer, Watson 
had come up the order from the back after his 
race 2 retirement and only just made it up to 
seventh by passing Spencer, who was suffering 
from overheating brakes late in the context, at 
The Hairpin on the last lap.

Spencer completed a hat-trick of Class D wins 
despite being unhappy with his car all 
weekend nonetheless he felt he had collected 
enough data to improve his suspension in 
time for Oulton Park at the start of August. 
This will be bad news for Paul Brettell as he is 
looking to step up a gear at the Cheshire 
circuit as it is a track he knows and he is 
getting to grips with his car. He took second 
in Class for the third time in succession and 
was very close to passing Spencer on the last 
lap of this race.
Third in the ST category and tenth overall was 
Mark Golding. His car was not to his liking this 
time around and he finished much further 
behind Spencer and Brettell than on his 
previous outing. He plans to root out and 

rectify these problems in time for Oulton – 
another venue that will be new to him.
Not too far behind Golding at the finish was 
Andy Mellor who had renewed his battles with 
Jonny Shore and Nick Naylor with the key 
moment occurring when Mellor passed Shore 
at the Bus Stop to annex eleventh overall while 
claiming his third Class E win of the weekend. 
A thrilled Mellor reported “All in all, it was the 
best 3 races I've ever had. When there are a 
few of us battling it’s a lot more fun. I came 
away with 3 class wins and 3 trophies so I’m 
well chuffed and looking forward to Oulton in 
August.” 
Naylor was able to keep up with Mellor and 
Shore because the reason for the lack of power 
in race 2 had been identified by Matt Eldridge 

as nothing more than a split inlet manifold – 
Naylor initially feared that his engine was 
running on 3 cylinders. It also seemed that the 
noise under braking was coming from a 
suspension mount. Nick was another to have a 
great weekend as he continues his learning 
curve as a racing driver. He can’t waiting for 
Oulton Park.
The Si of John Spencer ran faultlessly to the 
finish as it had done all weekend – credit, he 
said, to the preparation skills of Automech.
Finishing a lap down was Lewis Bowron who 
took part in his Dad’s Escort which he had to 
borrow due to the engine damage in his own 
car sustained in race 2. His father’s power unit 
had problems of its own but Lewis persevered 
to collect Championship points.

Darren Watson negotiates the
International Circuit’s Hairpin
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This report was produced by

www.gramtext.co.uk

Visit www.bournephotographic.co.uk for hundreds of images from this meeting!!
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